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GOVERNMENT’S

BENEFITS



Benefits

✓New Jobs Creation
New jobs will be created in waterways transport Industry, ship management,
crew, general and ship maintenance, construction and many other areas related
to shipbuilding, logistics of transport, construction, cargo handling and Marine
insurance industry

✓Lower Carbon Foot-Print – Green
It will fit into the general European environmental policy for reducing CO2
emissions. E.g. a barge carrying 4,000mt of grain is equivalent to 56 train wagons
for carrying the same, multiple barges can be pushed / pulled by one tug
therefore less environmental pollution
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✓Cost Effective Transport Infrastructure for the future

Less heavy use of roads and railways therefore lower maintenance costs by the
use of the cost saving transport namely ships/craft. Minimal water maintenance
costs

✓Economic benefits from increase in the volume of 
Exported Goods

Higher sales potentials of agricultural and non-agricultural export products

✓New Market Potentials
New countries acquiring Ukrainian exported goods namely grain and oil Seeds,
etc…
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✓Budget Planning benefits
Lesser increase in the current road and railway maintenance, equivalent water
transport maintenance costs are minimal in comparison to other types of transport
maintenance

✓Time efficient infrastructure implementation
5 years to build and implement targeted number of tugs, barges and floating craft
to handle 20mmt of exports of grain, oil seeds amongst others…

✓Improved GDP
Foreign investment to help build the waterways infrastructure, therefore
additional international revenues adding to Ukraine’s GDP
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SUMMARY

Thank you for the time you have taken to review this brochure. ESMIA’s team hope
that this has provided you with a progressive solution which will put your operation to
the forefront through the participation and utilisation of the ESMIA Business Model.

ESMIA’s support will assist you to successfully achieve in your waterways infrastructure
implementation plan that can be realised over the next few years. Our commitment to
success will be a key element to your goals’ rewards.
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